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For decades both professional and amateur historians have described and denounced Scotland’s 
backward, feudal political and legal character prior to the Treaty of Union - a nation, it would seem, 
under the rule of the elites where the rights of the common man were virtually non-existent . But, 1

without exception, these commentators neither examined the body of Scotland’s laws in context 
nor acknowledged the existence of the indigenous and pervasive influence of the ancient Celtic 
systems of the Scots, Brythonic and Pictish populations on Scottish political development. 

There is, for example, almost no recognition of the continuation of Brehim law in Scotland well into 
early modern times, very little notion of the influence of the clans or of their enormous power over 
the royal court and policy, and no notion at all of the way this influence shaped the constitutional 
development of Scotland. This is partly because the English campaign to ‘civilise’ the highlands in 
the 1700’s, included erasing our Celtic history by removing the most ancient records of Scotland 
and sending them abroad to be forgotten. As a result, a relationship is hard to establish between 
Celtic laws and customs, as recorded in these artefacts, and the early modern laws and practices 
in Scotland up to the Act of Union. 

It is also, however, for the very practical reason that the corpus of the laws of Scotland was only 
gathered and published online in 2008. The Records of the Parliaments of Scotland entirely 
overturns the long-standing picture of a desperate, illiterate Scottish peasantry groaning under the 
rule of despotic kings and nobles. 

Today, from what we now know of the ancient system, (mostly by comparison with Welsh and Irish 
records), and from the restored records of our parliaments, we can trace a path for Scottish 
constitutional development from pre-medieval times to the moment when the Act of Union 
extinguished our national identity and our unique constitution. In the process, we discover a 
Scotland as much resembling the colonial narrative about our backward feudal country, as the 
movie ‘Braveheart’ resembles the life and times of the Stirling scholar, international ambassador, 
merchant and warrior who was William Wallace! 

In reality, Scotland has a history of popular democracy, (albeit far from modern notions of universal 
franchise), of human rights, of a code of justice and principles of universal equality that puts 
anything in Magna Carta or the English Bill of Rights into the shade and which makes the boast of 
English patriots, that their own nation trail-blazed democracy across the world, look hollow 
compared with the record of its northern neighbour. Which may just be why our own was so 
meanly and dishonestly rewritten. 

Not only should we all know this history and be proud of it but it contains another, vitally important 
Scottish birthright.

 In particular The Scottish Parliament / by Robert S. Rait. 1925 which has been ‘official writ’ until recently.
1
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The Story of the Scottish Constitution

Words like ‘independence’ and ‘freedom’ have a ring to them, a ring which words like ‘constitution’ 
and ‘principle’ just don’t. But there’s wisdom in the saying, never judge a book by its cover, 
because while those clarion cries are emotionally stirring, they do not contain very much beyond 
the expression of an aspiration. On the other hand a constitution may sound boring, but it in truth, it 
is much more than a set of rules defining the limits and mechanisms of government and the rights 
of the people. It is all of that, of course, but it is also something else. It is a reflection of the unique 
social and political development of a nation. It tells the story of that nation and, in the telling, 
becomes an expression of the living character of a people. 

That is especially true when it comes to what we call ‘an uncodified constitution’. ‘Uncodified’ 
simply means that, instead of being gathered together in one document, the principles 
underpinning lawful government are recorded and expressed in all the acts, documents and 
traditions of a nation, from the earliest to the most recent, that direct and limit the powers of their 
governments. 

Five countries today have uncodified constitutions, Israel, New Zealand, Canada, Saudi Arabia and 
the UK. The UK constitution up to 1707, however, is just England’s constitution. There are no 
constitutional principles derived from any of the constitutional documents or arrangements which 
existed among the other nations of the United Kingdom. This is particularly mystifying when it 
comes to the constitutional history of the sovereign nation of Scotland, the nation that is, in theory, 
an equal partner in the Treaty which first created the United Kingdom of Great Britain. There is no 
official explanation offered for this omission but there is an unofficial one. This is the ‘great 
pretence’ that the democratically primitive, wee country of Scotland had no real constitution worth 
speaking of. No constitution to include in that of the UK state as a whole. 

The truth, however, is as different as it is possible to be: when our own political and constitutional 
history is examined by the same criteria as the English record and when this record is given parity 
with the English, we find a consistent, clear and unique set of constitutional principles as much 
worth celebrating as that of our neighbour though they are quite incompatible with their English 
counterparts. We have a constitution. And this constitution tells the story of a nation that held 
power to account, that recognised and addressed the rights of all - not just of nobles. It tells of the 
right to rebellion against tyranny and of the care of a people for the education of the poorest as well 
as the richest, (something that didn’t reach England until centuries after it was in place across 
Scotland). Of the right, not only to justice for all, but to the kind of justice that treated king or 
candlemaker alike - something that did not exist and does not exist in England to this day.

In England, the feudal model held sway from at least 1066. Power, privilege and rights were 
concentrated at the top and ‘trickled down’ through the social hierarchy, never quite reaching the 
common man or woman at the bottom. And by the 13th century in England, (and in France), the 
monarch was all powerful and this absolutism led tot he revolt of the English nobles which ended 
with King John being forced to sign the Magna Carta in 1215. This merely limited but did not 
remove what is known as the royal prerogative, by which the monarch was entitled to act without 
reference to any other authority, was entitled to unique privileges and was immune from 
prosecution, which is to say, above the law. By contrast, in Scotland and despite the introduction of 
the Anglo-Norman model by David II, power remained bestowed by the people, held in trust by its 
government and open to regular challenge. 
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This reciprocal arrangement reflected the Celtic rather than the feudal system. Instead of a power 
pyramid, the Celtic model was that of a circle with the chief at the centre, appointed by election and 
bound to act in the interests of his people and his land by oath and by tradition. While genealogy 
played a large part in the right of succession,  the ‘righ’ (lesser kings, later known as clan chiefs), 
and ard righ (high king) were originally appointed by election from among a group of potential 
candidates, (the Tanist). They took office on the basis of an oath which imposed both limits and 
responsibilities on the king and the people:

 
The Gaels of the Highlands held a very ancient tradition and belief stretching back into 
pre-history, it is what lay behind the origins of the Highland Clan. This tradition is known 
in Gaelic as ‘duthchas’ and in Welsh as 'cynefin'. It is impossible to accurately translate 
the meaning of those words into English, but it expresses a sense of belonging to a 
certain area of land, of being rooted by ancient lineage to a particular place that was 
communally held by all the people of the clan. This idea of holding the land communally 
was never written down as was the custom of the time, it was simply an idea that was 
accepted by all as being the natural order of things.
This idea of communal land holding in the Highlands of Scotland increasingly began to 
come under threat, as outside influences became more influential. The new ideas were 
those revolving around the concept of ‘Oigreachd’, or as it is in English, ownership and 
inheritance.
Under the system of duthchas, a clan chief was there to ensure the general well-being of 
the clan. The chief had no legal right to evict, no legal right to appropriate rents, no legal 
right to do anything but govern in the best interests of the Clan. He was elected to his 
position by the whole clan via a system known as ‘tanestry’ and not by familial descent. 
Literally, the clan chose the best man for the job. 
A chief who proved to be inadequate once elected could also be removed. This system 
ensured that the clan was always strongly led and ensured that the chief acted in the 
best interests of those whose support he depended upon.
When feudalism arrived in Scotland at around the time of the Norman conquest of 
England in 1066, communal land holding came under direct threat. Feudalism was 
completely opposed to the system, as it operated on the concept of ownership and 
inheritance alone.[2]

It was the ancient ‘Duthchas’ that gave Scotland its two, founding constitutional principles. The first 
is the primacy of the common good, the principle that power is granted and may only be used for 
the good of the wider community. The second is that power remains vested in the community of the 
realm, in the people, is only delegated or loaned to the monarch or government and may be 
revoked at will by the people. This is the doctrine of popular sovereignty. Both these principles 
have been explicitly expressed in Scotland’s constitutional documents or provisions since the time 
of the first king of a united Scotland, Kenneth McAlpine. 
 
It is almost impossible to find an account that does not treat the Scottish clans as a kind of 
romantic curiosity, somehow separate from what we think of as the real or, at any rate, the 
important Scotland. In fact, the clans held most of the power in Scotland, long after the introduction 
of Anglo-Norman feudalism.  Across the west of Scotland and as far south as Stirling, Scotland was 
clan territory until well after the last Jacobite rising. Managing the chiefs , whose power was often 2

greater than the monarch’s, meant that no matter how feudalized the role became, every Scottish 
sovereign had to satisfy the ‘Duthchas’.  No Scottish monarch could ignore the danger of providing 
legitimate grounds for ‘deselection’ and replacement by a better candidate. Thus the force of a 
reciprocal compact of power among the clans and the respect for this principle which was forced 
on the Scottish monarchs, (the inheritors of the role of the ‘ard righ’, high king), ensured that the 
principles of both the primacy of the common good and of popular sovereignty entered the blood 
stream of the Scottish nation – and remained there. 

 These were called ‘righ’ or kings and recognised as ‘lesser kings’ until the 12th century2
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By the time James VI passed a law abolishing tanistry, (in a blow aimed at de-legitimising the 
native, Celtic system of reciprocal rights and responsibilities), it was too late to prevent the principle 
of Scottish popular sovereignty and the primacy of the common good from being codified and 
enshrined in the Scottish and, later, UK constitution. 

What a tragedy, then, to see them replaced with the English feudal model of top down rights and 
privilege, under which the most a people can hope for is that those with the power to act will hear 
their pleas for justice. But have we lost them entirely or for good? 

Under the terms of the Treaty of Union, Scotland’s Claim of Right Act was guaranteed to continue 
in force in Scotland as a constitution. Or as the Unionist Daniel DeFoe wrote of the conditions of 
the Union:

The Laws of Government, (in Scotland), continue as the Government continues establish'd 
in the Claim of Right, I mean as to the Limitations of Government and Obedience

He observed this as a fact of law because the Claim of Right had been ratified  by the parliaments 3

of both England and Scotland as a pre-condition of the Treaty and a condition of the continuation 
of the Union along with the articles of the Treaty. 

And despite the contempt with which the principle of popular sovereignty, ratified in the Claim of 
Right, are dismissed as “a romantic myth” (though this hardly alters the guaranteed condition of 
Union), the rights and provisions of the constitutional record of Scotland from 1310 to 1703 in the 
are precisely the same as those articulated in the Claim of Right, enacted by the Convention of the 
Estates and protected from amendment under pain of High Treason by the Scottish Parliament in 
1703. . 

We have a right to our own constitution under the Claim of Right. We have a right to know what 
that is and just what power it denies to Westminster and invests, instead, in the people.  

 As the only named Act among the protected documents of the Scottish ‘Act for the securing of the Protestant Religion 3

and Presbyterian Church Government’, 1706
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1. Celtic Political System Pre-history - 12th Century


Despite the Norse and Angle settlements, (in the north and south east of Scotland and the 
western fringes), the predominant political and legal system across the British islands until the 
arrival of the Romans and in Scotland until the introduction of feudalism in the 12th century, was 
Celtic. he Life of Columba describes the court of the Pictish king, Bruce as organised in much the 
same way as the courts of Irish/Scottish kingdoms - a Celtic system. ‘Britons’ were also Celts, 
their language being P-Celtic rather than Q-Celtic . The ‘Gaels’ and the Scots were also Celtic 4

peoples  And the ‘clan’ or kin system operated among all those peoples. 
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Horizontal rather than vertical, this was a system of reciprocal rights and obligations based on 
extended kinship, including kinship to the land. It came to be known as ‘the Duchthas’.  Although 
David I (1124–53) Introduced feudalism, ‘The Laws of the Brets and Scots', probably compiled in 
his reign, underlines the continuing importance of the kin group and its system of reciprocal rights 
and obligations. This remained deeply routed in both practice and worldview until long after a 
recognisable constitution had developed. The practice of Galanas, (a compensatory payment to 
the whole kinship of a murdered person), was explained to the emissaries of Elizabeth I in 1587, 
when she offered James VI recompense for the execution of his mother, Mary Stewart.


As you would expect, it was the ancient ‘Duthchas’ that gave Scotland these constitutional 
principles: that power is vested in the community of the nation, in the people and only 
delegated or loaned to the monarch or government, exists in service to the common good 
and may be revoked at the will of that community. We can call these principles, the doctrine 
of popular sovereignty and the primacy of the common good. A related principle is the 
equality of all by which a monarch is only ‘the first among equals’. These have been explicitly 
expressed over the past 700 years. 

 Thus the P-Celtic word for ‘head’ is pen (as in Pentland hills or Forth) while the Q-Celtic word is ‘ceann’ (ken) as in Kenmore (big 4

headland) Kinlochleven (head of Loch Leven) and Kinross (big wood).


 Celtic influence on the political and constitutional development of the Scottish nation must have been profound. At present, however, 5

you would imagine that the only two influences on our political and legal history have been the feudal system and Canon law. 
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2. 1286 Guardians of the Realm - Popular Sovereignty

A non-parliamentary body representing neither monarch nor the monarch’s government but the 
‘community of the realm’ can be traced from the time of the Guardians of the Realm in 1286, 
through the period of the General Council, (from the late 1300’s), to its final expression as the 
Convention of the Estates, (meaning ‘assembly of the communities’) in the late 1400’s. The 
parliament of ‘Estates, later ‘Three Estates’  developed from the king’s court, advisers and council 
and separately from the Guardians, the General Council and Convention of the Estates.

The General Council, like the Guardians of the Realm could govern in the absence of a legitimate 
monarch as it did in the minority of four Scottish kings. It was therefore a continuation of the idea in 
practice of a body representing the community of the realm from which the power of government in 
Scotland stemmed. The Convention of the Estates similarly might approve or withhold approval for 
taxes, instruct parliament, pass legislation (thereafter ratifies by parliament) or conclude 
international treaty or, as in 1689, depose a government. 

3. 1200’s Court of the Four Burgh’s, this evolved into a “parliament of the four burghs” by c.1450 
and into a wider “Convention” of royal burgh representatives from 1487. By the middle of the 16th 
century (1552),[30] the Convention met regularly as a separate assembly to decide on a common 
policy for adoption by Parliament - Popular Sovereignty/Common Good

4. Declaration of the Clergy of 1310 - Popular Sovereignty:

The people, therefore, and commons of the foresaid Kingdom of Scotland, … agreed upon 
the said Lord Robert, the King who now is, in whom the rights of his father and grandfather 
to the foresaid kingdom, in the judgement of the people, still exist and flourish entire; and 
with the concurrence and consent of the said people he was chosen to be King, that he 
might reform the deformities of the kingdom, correct what required correction, and direct 
what needed direction; and having been by their authority set over the kingdom, he was 
solemnly made King of Scots... 

5. 1312 Scotland’s early parliament ‘the Estates’, began to represent the full community of the 
realm. In an acknowledgment of the equality of the ‘estates’, Bruce summoned a small number of 
burgesses from each royal burgh to attend sessions in 1312 and 1326, after which it became 
normal practice. This is the earliest representation of the ‘commons’ in a UK parliament. England 
followed suit in 1327 when burgesses became a permanent feature in the English parliament - 
Popular Sovereignty

6. 1319 The Charter of Stocket - Common Good: 

The first Common Good fund was established - without parallel in England - by which the Burgh of 
Aberdeen, and later all the burghs of Scotland, were made independent and enabled to provide for 
the ‘common good’ of the residents. This benefit was extended to all Scottish burghs in the 1500’s.  
The Common Good fund remains in place today across the councils of Scotland. The famous 
grammar schools which flourished in every burgh of Scotland and where the sons of any freeman 
might learn Greek, Latin, mathematics, philosophy, theology and more were enabled by this fund.

Robert, by the grace of God King of Scots, to all good men of his whole land, greeting. 
Know ye that, with the advice and approval of the good men of our kingdom, we have 
granted and set to feufarm, and by our present charter confirmed to our burgesses and 
community of our burgh of Aberdeen, our foresaid burgh of Aberdeen and our forest of the 
Stocket with the pertinents; to be held and had by the foresaid burgesses and community, 
their heirs and successors, for ever … We have likewise granted to the same our burgh, the 
burgesses and community thereof, their heirs and successors, that no justiciar of the forest 
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or any other person of our kingdom, of whatsoever condition or rank he be, shall in any way 
interfere with or take cognisance of the administration of the present grant and our 
infeftment, or of infringements thereof, save only our Chamberlain for the time being; … our 
infeftment remaining in full force strictly and forever. 

7. Declaration of Arbroath 1320 - Popular Sovereignty:

Him, too, (King Robert) divine providence, the succession to his right according to our laws 
and customs which we shall maintain to the death, and the due consent and assent of us all 
have made our prince and king. To him, as to the man by whom salvation has been 
wrought unto our people, we are bound both by his right and by his merits that our freedom 
may be still maintained, and by him, come what may, we mean to stand.

Yet if he should give up what he has begun, seeking to make us or our kingdom subject to 
the King of England or the English, we should exert ourselves at once to drive him out as 
our enemy and a subverter of his own right and ours, and make some other man who was 
well able to defend us our King

8. 1450: Equality of Justice Regardless of Station - Laws protecting Rights and Liberties/Primacy of 
the Common Good (see Claim of Right Act 1689):

Also, it is ordained that general peace be proclaimed and kept throughout the realm, that all 
men may travel surely and securely in merchandise and in other ways in all places through 
the land, so that no man needs to have assurance from another, but the king's peace be 
sure to all men. And whoever offends therein is to be punished by the king and his officers. 
And that the king make such officers that can and may well punish such trespass. And also, 
if any person dreads another, that he go to the sheriff or to the officers that it pertains to and 
make known or swear that he dreads him, and they shall take a pledge of peace after the 
act made thereupon before. And that just men be made justices that know and minister 
justice evenly, to the great as well as to lesser [people]. And likewise of other officers. And if 
they are negligent in the ministration of their office, that they be punished by the king. And 
that the justice pass twice through the country in the year, according to the old laws.

9. Security of Tenure 1450 - Laws protecting Rights and Liberties/Primacy of Common Good:

Item, it is ordained and decreed that for the security and favour of the poor people that 
labour the ground, that they and all others that have taken or shall take lands in time to 
come from lords, and have terms thereof, that, suppose the lords sell or alienate those 
lands, the takers shall remain within their ‘tacks’ until the issue of their terms, regardless of 
whose hands those lands come to, for the same mail as they took them previously.

10. 1450 Prevention of famine, hunger and exploitation of food scarcity - Primacy of Common 
Good:

Item, it is ordained for the avoidance of dearth in the land that the sheriff, bailies and 
officers both in burghs and in the land shall always take inquiry at each court that they hold 
[to find] which persons within their bounds buy any vittles and hold them until a dearth. And 
if any such [persons] are found, that the sheriffs officers make it known at each market 
cross to [and] to the king which persons that they are, and they be reputed as usurers. And 
that they be reputed, punished and treated as usurers should be. And that the vittles that 
they have be escheat to the king.

Item, And also that neither burgess nor any other person that buys any corn or vittles [on 
order] to sell [them] again hold vittles within or outwith a burgh greater than they need to 
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sustain them and their men until new corn, under the pain of escheat of the vittles to the 
king's use, but rather that vittles be put to the markets and sold according to the [market] 
price. And also that the king's lieges in all places throughout the realm have power to buy 
and sell vittles at their liking, both on the north half and south half of the Forth, each one to 
others without any hindrance or impediment. And that no man hold old stacks in his yard 
longer than Yule, under the pain of escheat thereof to the king.

9. Rebellion Act 1450 - lawful rebellion under parliamentary authority - right to rebellion, Popular 
Sovereignty:

Item, it is ordained that if any man, as God forbid, commits or does treason against the 
king's person or his majesty, or rises in fear of war against him, or lays hands on his person 
violently… or that assails castles or places where the king's person shall happen to be, 
without the consent of the three estates, [he] shall be punished as a traitor.

10. 1491 Common Good (fund) Act (repealed by Westminster Statute Law Revision (Scotland) Act 
1906.) - Primacy of Common Good:

Item it is statut and ordinit that the commoune gud of all our souerane lordis burrowis within 
the realme be obseruit and kepit to the commoune gude of the toune and to be spendit in 
commoune And necessare thingis of the burght be the avise of the consale of the toune for 
the tyme and dekkynnis of craftis quhare thai ar .

11. 1567 Burgh Rights Act - Primacy of Common Good

…this act, ratifies and approves all acts and constitutions of parliament made by 
whatsoever our sovereign lord's predecessors of before in favour of the burghs and 
burgesses of this realm and inhabitants of the same, with all privileges, freedoms, 
immunities and liberties granted and given to them, and every one of them, in any time 
past; and decrees and declares the same to have full strength, force and effect in all times 
hereafter, so that the same may be put to full and due execution in all points, and to stand 
as a perpetual law to them and their successors.

12. 1579 George Buchanan (tutor to Mary Stewart and her son James VI and I) ‘De Jure Regni 
apud Scotos’ - Popular Sovereignty:

Were all to acknowledge the justice of killing tyrants, it would open a wide inlet for the 
diffusion of light upon the subject. But some men there are, and those of no contemptible 
authority, who, though they subject legal sovereigns to penal laws, contend for the 
sacredness of tyrants; and, though their decision is certainly in my opinion absurd, yet they 
are ready to fight for their government, however extravagant and intolerable, as for their 
own altars and hearths…..

B.—Now, I imagine that the intention of the ancients in creating a king was, according to 
what we are told of bees in their hives, spontaneously to bestow the sovereignty on him 
who was most distinguished among his countrymen for singular merit, and who seemed to 
surpass all his fellows in wisdom and equity.

M.—That is probably the fact.

B.—But what must be done, if no such person can be found in the community?
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M.—By the law of nature mentioned before, an equal has neither the power nor right of 
assuming authority over his equals; for I think it but justice that among persons in other 
respect equal, the returns of command and obedience should also be equal.

B.—But, if the people, from a dislike to an ambitious canvass every year, should choose to 
elect as king an individual not possessed indeed of every regal virtue, but still eminent for 
nobility, for wealth or military glory, might not he, with the greatest justice, be deemed a 
king?

M.—Undoubtedly; for the people have a right of investing whom they please with the 
sovereign power.

13. Salvo in practice from 1592 and Act of Salvo 1663 - Popular Sovereignty

After the Act of Union was passed on the 16th of January 1707 there was one further item 
of business, as there was at the end of every session of the Scottish parliament and that 
was the Act of Salvo (salve jure cujuslibet - let whosoever sue the Crown). This was a 
gesture respectful of the Scottish constitutional arrangement whereby the People are 
sovereign and every subject of the kingdom must be respected both as an integral and 
individual unit of sovereignty… Every subject was thus left with the means of escape, the 
private right to contract out if they felt they had been wronged… The English parliament, in 
1689 having reduced its subjects to citizens behoven to the sovereign court of Westminster 
gave no such opportunities for redress and still does not, but the parliament in England 
cannot claim now to have inherited powers over the subjects of Scotland that the Scottish 
Parliament did not have. (Attributed to Willie MacRae)

12 .  1643 Convention of the Estates draws up the arms of the Treaty with the English 
Parliamentary forces known as ‘The Solemn League and Covenant’, later ratified by the Scottish 
Parliament (Three Estates).

13. Claim of Right Act 1689 Popular Sovereignty, Constitutional Rights and Primacy of the 
Common Good:

The Claim of Right Act, like all constitutional documents, has to be read in two ways. First is the 
action or effect, the reason for which it was passed. Second is the set of principles which legally 
justified its actions. It was passed in order to depose King James VII and II, to uphold the 
constitutional rights and principles of Scotland and to impose Presbyterianism on Scottish life. 
(With James, the parliament was also ‘deposed’, because the passage of laws and statutes is 
accomplished by the ‘crown in parliament’ so that without a legitimate  monarch there could be no 
legitimate parliament.) It based all these actions on the existence of a “fundamental constitution” in 
Scotland which protected certain rights and liberties of the people and limited the power of the 
monarchy. 

The religious provisions included in the Claim are based on the constitutional right of the people to 
determine their own religious laws and liberties and do not detract in any way from the 
constitutional grounds on which these are based.

The passing of this Act by the Convention of the Estates, “a free and full expression of the nation” 
and not the parliament, means that the Claim of Right establishes: a. the continuing authority of a 
body representative of the community of the realm and b. the transferable sovereignty of the 
people to that (partially elected) body. This Convention should, therefore, be understood as the 
expression of popular sovereignty in a body representing the lenders of power, the people, in its 
capacity as the final authority over the borrowers of power, the ruling government. 
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The Claim of Right thus established, incontrovertibly, that the power loaned to a ruling government 
can be withdrawn by the people should that government violate its prescribed limits and that 
government declared ‘forfeit’, without the involvement of any parliament .

 The Claim of Right Act explicitly enacts and establishes:

• a ‘fundamental constitution’ in Scotland by which the power of government is legally 
limited, 

• the final authority of the people of the nation to grant or remove power from the ruling 
government 

• the protection under the constitution of civil rights and liberties 
• and the debarment of the government from any right to alter or rescind these or to claim 

an ‘absolute’ sovereignty over the laws and rights of the people on pain of forfeiture. 

14. Constitutional Application of Claim of Right 1699 - Popular Sovereignty, Scottish Constitution:

Used in 1699 to prevent William breaking his contract and trying to limit the right to petition in 
Scotland. The Privy Council refused to sign the king’s ‘act’, parliament reminded him of the oath he 
had taken to uphold the Claim of Right and 21,000 people signed a petition in support of the 
Company of Scotland. It was thus well understood as a binding constitutional document whose 
applications were to uphold the legal and civil rights of the people quite as much as the privileges 
of the Presbyterian Kirk.

15. 1703 High Treason and Ratification of Convention of the Estates: Act ratifying the turning the 
meeting of the estates in the year 1689 into a parliament - Popular Sovereignty, Scottish 
Constitution:

William’s attempts to have the Claim of Right amended were directed through the 'Court faction’ 
which began arguing from 1699 onwards that: a. The Convention of the Estates wasn’t a 
parliament so the Act didn’t really count as binding and b. the Convention of the Estates was a 
parliament and so parliament could just rewrite it. A year and a half after William’s death, the 
parliament of Scotland ‘put a period on the end of that sentence’ by passing an act which 
recognised the standing of the Convention of the Estates as a parliament in its own right and made 
it high treason to impugn its authority or to so much as suggest attempting to alter the Claim of 
Right. Here is the Claim of Right understood and upheld for its secular constitutional provisions 
quite as much as for its religious provisions. 

“Our sovereign lady, with advice and consent of the estates of parliament, ratifies, approves 
and perpetually confirms the first act of King William and Queen Mary’s parliament, dated 5 
June 1689, entitled act declaring the meeting of the estates to be a parliament, and of new 
enacts and declares that the three estates then met together the said 5 June 1689, 
consisting of noblemen, barons and burghs, were a lawful and free parliament, and it is 
declared that it shall be high treason for any person to disown, quarrel or impugn the dignity 
and authority of the said parliament. And further, the queen's majesty, with consent 
foresaid, statutes and declares that it shall be high treason in any of the subjects of this 
kingdom to quarrel, impugn or endeavour by writing, malicious and advised speaking, or 
other open act or deed, to alter or innovate the Claim of Right or any article thereof.”

16. The insertion of the 1706 Act for the securing of the Protestant Religion and Presbyterian 
Church Government into the conditions of the Treaty, to be ratified along with the articles, thus 
securing the continuation of Scotland’s unique constitution, one that is entirely incompatible with 
that of England, after the Union.
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Today, Westminster proclaims its sovereignty as the highest authority in the UK, the supreme law 
making body with the power to make or alter the constitution and to amend any of the Articles of 
the Treaty of Union at will, including those clearly intended to be unalterable. The constitution of 
England up to the Treaty of Union is presented as the constitution of the whole UK. Scotland’s 
might as well never have existed.  

If Westminster were  truly the lawful, sovereign power in Scotland, then it might have a lawful, 
reasonable and ethical case for its absolute authority over the governance and the limits of its 
accountability in our nation.  But if it is now ‘sovereign’ it is so by false argument, by disguise and 
by the promotion of heavily partisan and convoluted legal opinions to the stature of constitutional 
principles, principles now upheld by the entire Court system in the UK, in order to legitimise its 
abandonment of the clear and binding commitments on which the Union was founded. 

“…the principle of the unlimited sovereignty of Parliament is a distinctively English 
principle which has no counterpart in Scottish Constitutional Law”, (obiter of Lord 
Cooper in McCormick vs the Lord Advocate 1953)
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